Better Collaboration Starts Today

**Increased visibility**
- Effortless feature tracking
- Easy dependency management
- Customized visualization

**Real-time synchronization**
- Seamless global participation
- ALM tool integration
- Dependency communication

**Focused Agile Teams**
- Single source of truth
- Simplified interface
- Advanced filtering

---

Gain the visibility and focus your teams need for effective PI planning

Do these PI planning challenges sound familiar?

- You’re stuck in the chaos of multiple internal and external teams, which creates rework
- You can’t easily visualize or manage dependencies across multiple teams and ARTs, leading to bottlenecks and delays
- You’re so caught up in filtering out the noise and managing complexities that you’re losing sight of delivering real business value

piplanning.io solves them by aligning PI planning and execution across ARTs.

**Dependency management**
Integrated ART and Solution Planning Boards provide transparency across teams and ARTs

**ALM tool integration**
Effortless, real-time, bi-directional sync with Jira, Rally, or Microsoft Azure DevOps

**Enterprise-trusted application**
Used by STEs and RTEs at some of the largest Lean-Agile organizations

“For me, it was 50 percent less stressful planning for PI planning because the tool provided the foundation and consistency I knew we needed.”

→ Hear from Sabrina Gruttadauria, RTE, AmerisourceBergen
[piplanning.io/customer-stories/amerisourcebergen-on-remote-safe-pi-planning](piplanning.io/customer-stories/amerisourcebergen-on-remote-safe-pi-planning)

piplanning.io has multiple boards, including ART, Team, Risk, and Backlog. See examples of the ART and Team boards on the next page.
Aligning PI Planning and PI Execution across ARTs

piplanning.io is a single-source enterprise application that reduces complexity, adds transparency, and improves alignment in PI planning and PI execution, especially in distributed environments.

**ART Planning Board**

1. **Manage dependencies in real-time:** With quick filters and dependency strings, you can quickly visualize cross-team and cross-ART dependencies.

2. **Keep everyone on the same page:** Experience the benefits of in-person collaboration, virtually, with real-time and bi-directional synced boards.

3. **Customize your organization’s view:** Define structure, set up teams, minimize working agreements, and more in the RTE Cockpit.

4. **Increase transparency:** Mirroring instantly shares stickies across teams and ARTs in various contexts.

5. **Strike the right balance:** Easily see capacity vs. load and new feature vs. technical debt to determine necessary adjustments.

6. **Clearly articulate ideas:** Team members can choose when to activate/deactivate pointers to keep focus and minimize distraction.

7. **Automatically handle dependencies:** When a dependency is detected, instantly send a dependency sticky to another team board.

8. **Empower teams in breakouts:** Everything teams need, including PI Objectives and Risks, fits on the team board.

**Team Board**

The enterprise application that easily scales to fit your organization’s PI Planning and execution needs.

**CLICK TO START FREE TRIAL** setup.piplanning.io/register

For more information, visit scaledagile.com/piplanning
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